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$\mathrm{n}$ Euclid $R^{n}$ $\mathrm{x}$, $\mathrm{y},$ $\mathrm{z}$
$|x+y|+|y+_{\overline{4}}|+|z+x|\leq|x|+|y|+|-‘|+|x+_{\mathcal{Y}^{+}\overline{4}}|$ $(^{*})$
Hlawka (cf. [11)










$\mathrm{C}$ $C\leq 2^{1}-2/\gamma 31/s$
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$C(S, r;x)$
$C(s, \gamma;X)\leq 2^{12/r}-$ . $3^{1/S}$
$C(S, r;l_{n}^{\infty})=2^{1-}2/r3^{1}/_{S}(3\leq n\leq\infty)$ .
$x=(-1,1,1,0,0, \ldots)$ , $y=(1, -1,1,0,0, \ldots),$ $\mathrm{z}=(1,1, -1,0, \mathrm{o}, \ldots)$
Hlawka
$C(1,1;H)=1,$ $C(2,2;H)=1$ ($H$ :aHilbert space)
$1<2^{1-2/r}\cdot 3^{1/}s|_{s=1,=1}$$, \frac{3}{2},1<\underline{?}^{1-2}/r$ . $3^{1}/_{S}|_{s=2,=2}$$,=\Gamma 3$
Hilbert $\mathrm{H}$ Hlawka $c_{(s,r}$ ;
Theorem 1. Let $\mathrm{H}$ be aHilbert space. Then
(i) $C(s, \gamma;H)=21-2/r$ for $2\leq s<\infty,$ $\frac{s}{s-1}\leq\gamma<\infty$ .
(ii) $C(s, \gamma;H)=2^{1}$ - $\cdot 3^{1}/_{s-}1/2$ for $1\leq S\leq\underline{?}\leq\Gamma<\infty$ .
(iii) $C(s, r;H)=2\cdot 31/_{S}(3r+3)- 1/r$ for $1\leq s\leq\gamma\leq^{o}\sim$ .
type-COtype
$(\mathrm{P}, \mathrm{P})\dagger$ -Clarkson type inequality (Kato-Takahashi [41), $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}1_{- \mathrm{I}\mathrm{W}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{C}-\mathrm{P}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{Z}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}[2]\mathit{0})$
: $\min(S,$ $\frac{s}{s-1})\leq\gamma$ $C(s,$ $r$ ;
: $\min(s,$ $\frac{s}{s-1})>\gamma$ $C(s,$ $r$ ;
$\circ$ Haagerup [3] $\Gamma(\frac{r+1}{\underline{?}})=r(\frac{3}{2}),$ $1<r<2$ –
$\gamma_{\text{ }}(=1.84742\ldots)$ $C(2, r;H)=\underline{\gamma}1/2- 1/r$ for l\leq r\leq r
$s=2,$ $r_{0}\leq r<2$ ( )
measure zero [5], [6] , [7]
Banach X Hlawka $C(s, \Gamma;\mathrm{x})$
:
$T=|_{111}^{1}-1111-1-111$
Banach $\ell_{3}^{s}(x)$ Banach $l_{4}^{r}(X)$
$r^{-1}$ : $\tau_{(P_{3}(X)}S$ ) $arrow P_{3(}^{S}\mathrm{x}$)
123
:
$a= \frac{x+y}{2},$ $b= \frac{y+\mathrm{z}}{\underline{9}},$ $c= \frac{z+\gamma}{\underline{\gamma}}$
.
$(^{**})$ . $\cdot$ . $\cdot$










(i) $\mathrm{x},$ $\mathrm{y},$ $\mathrm{z}$ –
(ii) $x+y+z=0$.
(iii) $\mathrm{H}$ $\mathrm{e}$ $x=\alpha e,$ $y=\beta e,$ $z=\gamma e$









(1) $y=az$ or (1) $\mathcal{Y}^{+\mathrm{Z}\mathrm{Z}}=\alpha^{\dagger}$
(2) $z=\beta x$ or (2) $\mathrm{z}+x=\beta|\mathcal{Y}$
(3) $x=\gamma y$ or $(3^{\mathfrak{l}})x+_{\mathcal{Y}^{=}}\gamma_{\sim}^{1}r$
\alpha , $a^{\mathrm{I}},$ $\beta,$ $\beta^{\uparrow},$ $\gamma,$ $\gamma\uparrow$
124
(1) $\wedge(2)\wedge(3),$ (1) $\wedge(2\dagger)\wedge(3),$ (1) $\wedge(2)\wedge(3|),$ (1) $\wedge(\underline{?}‘)$ $\wedge(3^{\dagger}),$ (1) $\wedge(2)\wedge(3),$ $(1^{\mathrm{t}})\wedge(2\dagger)\wedge(3)$ ,
(1) $\wedge(2)\wedge(3^{\dagger}),$ $(1^{\mathrm{I}})\wedge(2^{\mathrm{t}})\wedge(3^{\mathrm{t}})$ ,






(iii) $\beta^{1}=0,$ $\gamma^{\dagger}=0$ $\alpha^{1},$ $\beta^{1},$ $\gamma^{\mathrm{I}}$
$z+x=\beta_{\mathcal{Y}}\dagger,$ $X+_{\mathcal{Y}^{=\gamma^{1}}}Z$ $(1+ \frac{1}{\gamma^{\mathrm{I}}})x=(\beta^{\mathrm{f}}-\frac{1}{\gamma^{1}})y$
$\beta^{1}\neq\frac{1}{\gamma^{1}}$ $y+z=\alpha^{\dagger}x$ (iii) $\beta^{\dagger}=\frac{1}{\gamma^{\mathrm{t}}}$
$\gamma^{\uparrow}=-1$ (ii)
(i), (ii), (iii) .Hlawka inequality
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